
                                                              

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

RUST OFF –

PRODUCT D E S C R I P T I O N  

 RUST OFF is a non toxic, non hazardous, non flammable, biodegradable, solvent 
removal of rust on all types of mild steel, iron and stainless steel. It is safe on all surfaces and will not harm copper, br
aluminium, plastic, rubber, vinyl, or paint. 
scale from tubs, toilets, sinks, hot water kettles, coffee makers, tea and coffee  pots and mugs, etc.

PERFORMANCE OF THE PRODUCT 

 RUST OFF rapidly removes rust from ferrous metal and stainless steel. It can be used over and over again until performance 
drops off. Used portions of this product can be poured thru a strainer to separate iron content and then stored in sealed 
container for future use. The product can be used again and again, till the performance drops off

If using RUST OFF in a dip bath and you experience some evaporation, replace lost level by adding water. When ready to 
dispose of, spent RUST OFF in most cases, can be 

D I R E C T I O N S  

1.  Clean item to remove oil and dirt and any loose rust.  

2.   .  Rinse item and immerse item fully in CREST RUST OFF. Check progress periodically. The higher the temperature, the 

faster the effect. Very rapid rust removal can be achieved when the product is heated to 60

temperature, rusted objects should be left in the solution overnights.  

3.  Once rust is removed, rinse item with water. To prevent re

preventative spray.  

To use as a stain and scale remover
leave to act overnight. Alternatively, apply  Rust Off  to a cloth or sponge
or the treated surface  with clean water to remove all traces of Rust Off from it.
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–RUST REMOVER  AND DESCAILER

RUST OFF is a non toxic, non hazardous, non flammable, biodegradable, solvent -free product formulated for effective 
removal of rust on all types of mild steel, iron and stainless steel. It is safe on all surfaces and will not harm copper, br

m, plastic, rubber, vinyl, or paint. In addition to rust removal, the product can also be used to remove  stains and Lime 
scale from tubs, toilets, sinks, hot water kettles, coffee makers, tea and coffee  pots and mugs, etc. 

PERFORMANCE OF THE PRODUCT  

RUST OFF rapidly removes rust from ferrous metal and stainless steel. It can be used over and over again until performance 
drops off. Used portions of this product can be poured thru a strainer to separate iron content and then stored in sealed 

for future use. The product can be used again and again, till the performance drops off 

If using RUST OFF in a dip bath and you experience some evaporation, replace lost level by adding water. When ready to 
dispose of, spent RUST OFF in most cases, can be safely put down the drain.    

1.  Clean item to remove oil and dirt and any loose rust.   

2.   .  Rinse item and immerse item fully in CREST RUST OFF. Check progress periodically. The higher the temperature, the 

rapid rust removal can be achieved when the product is heated to 60-80°C. For best results, at room 

temperature, rusted objects should be left in the solution overnights.   

3.  Once rust is removed, rinse item with water. To prevent re-rusting, dry the object and apply lubricating oil or rust 

To use as a stain and scale remover, pour half  to one cup of Rust Off  into the stained container, fill with water and 

leave to act overnight. Alternatively, apply  Rust Off  to a cloth or sponge , then apply directly. Make sure to rinse the container 
or the treated surface  with clean water to remove all traces of Rust Off from it. 
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AND DESCAILER 

free product formulated for effective 
removal of rust on all types of mild steel, iron and stainless steel. It is safe on all surfaces and will not harm copper, brass, 

In addition to rust removal, the product can also be used to remove  stains and Lime 

RUST OFF rapidly removes rust from ferrous metal and stainless steel. It can be used over and over again until performance 
drops off. Used portions of this product can be poured thru a strainer to separate iron content and then stored in sealed 

If using RUST OFF in a dip bath and you experience some evaporation, replace lost level by adding water. When ready to 

2.   .  Rinse item and immerse item fully in CREST RUST OFF. Check progress periodically. The higher the temperature, the 

80°C. For best results, at room 

ject and apply lubricating oil or rust 

, pour half  to one cup of Rust Off  into the stained container, fill with water and 

, then apply directly. Make sure to rinse the container 


